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Introduction
Congratulations to Nikita and Daniel.
We applaud your hard work and talent.
Amanda Asquith’s Pilot Summary
Amanda’s summary has been added to the end of this review.
We have included Amanda’s summary as a reference for our new Sentient Russia – Liaison officer, Naira Gevorkyan.
Deadline
Please deliver the second draft of Sentient – Russia by Sept 17th 2016.
Team
You have a team supporting you. If there is a problem or question, schedule a
time to discuss it or email the HOD, Naira or Amanda.
Summary of review
There are three key points of advice that must to be acted on.
There can be no ‘Third draft’ of the Pilot unless these problems are resolved in
the second draft.
1. The work must be formatted correctly
2. The lead character needs to have a clear goal, passion or stakes from the
beginning
3. The science must be right
Key Points in detail
1. Formatting - The work must be formatted correctly as per the example of
the Australian Pilot.
a. Title page
b. Teaser header
c. End of Teaser which features a Fade to and the title, Sentient
d. Each Act is then labeled ACT X and ended with END OF ACT X
e. At the end of Act Five you can write END OF SHOW or just FADE
OUT
2. The lead character needs to have a clear goal, passion or stakes
from the beginning. If Anna is our lead protagonist, she must flip on a
switch during or after the storm that sets her on a course of action.
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The lead protagonist may have a job that motivates them or they may care
about a family member. Whatever, they need a course of action they are
motivated to act on.
3. The science must be right.
Team Russia wrote the work before we published Sentiology so Sentient –
Russia does not feature much of the shared reference material or the
science, such as Dr. Jule Rustemeier’s, ‘Sentiology’ and Dr. Craig
Stone’s, ‘The Stone Papers’.
There are also significant errors in the science featured in Sentient Russia that need to be corrected.
Review by Act
Before we start - Back story or Ghost
We don’t have to feature it in the Teaser Act or even in the Pilot but we would like
to hear about the protagonist’s Back story or Ghost and how it may be motivating
their decisions.
Teaser Act
We like the mix of lead characters.
o Anna, an instinct-driven character
o Alex, the intellectual
o Sergey, the practical guy
We like their departure to the roof and seeing the arrival of the storm.
It will look good on screen.
Errors
o Phones – Phones begin to fail during the storm. They begin to glow and
sing like Tibetan singing bowls. After the storm they are disrupted. They
do not work
Act 2
Errors
o Children - There are no Sentient children. Only adults
o Sentient eyes – There is no strange discoloration. There are lightning-fast
blue ripples that pass over the eyes.
Firstly, during the transition, the human hosts appear to have died. After
the hosts make their way to a body of water they will appear to have
drowned or be floating face down in a mass.
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The Sentient operating system is kicking in. They are taking full control
and making modifications.
Later, when they rise from the water and walk among us, they stay in the
distance at first but when we do meet one, the first meeting should be like
surprising a snake. They should be both startled, ready to strike but then
depart, at high speed, parkour style, over walls and fences with ease.
When we can observe them, we see a blue aura.
What is the blue aura and how does it manifest?
 The blue aura is the actual Sentient being. It is trillions of cells crampacked into the host, so crammed, they spill out, so as a person may
move from side to side there is a spill, like trails. They don’t leave
residue. They do not lose parts of themselves, the blue haze travels
like it is magically glued to the host and when the host stops moving,
reconstitutes in the host
 Lightning-fast blue ripples of light pulse over the body and eyes. This is
part of the decay. Each Sentient has an internal power system called
Paxornium. This is a nuclear power source with a rapid decay. The
decay manifests as blue ripples over the body and eyes
Act 3
o The lake – Very good
Errors
o Drive to the clinic - No. The arrival of the storm has disrupted electricity
and all powered objected like the EMP of a nuclear detonation. Nothing
works HOWEVER, old engines, simple engines could be FIXED by
Sergey. So, if he could get his hands on an old Skoda or a Zil or a SZD, a
VOLGA or a TATRA, he could swap out the ignition, maybe he could even
get the lights to work and then YOU ARE DRIVING IN STYLE
COMRADES
o Bodies laid out – No. Firstly, when the Sentient enter a host, with the
intention of taking over, the host is driven quite crazy so when this
happens, many people run to exits and then pile-up, holocaust style, in the
doorways HOWEVER, it is possible that upon finding some a pile,
someone or some group may decide to lay them out in a morgue or on the
ground. That scene only pays off when you go to see the bodies and they
have disappeared. Why? They are on their way to the lake
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Act 4
o Introduction of Colonel Titov and Major Sikorski – Very good
o Exchanging stories - OK
Errors
o Found a man with yellow eyes – See prior notes
o The script reference, ‘suggesting something inhuman.’ This is, ‘getting
ahead of themselves.’ Don’t TELL the audience. Let the audience come to
that conclusion. As far as the characters are concerned, they have NO
IDEA what is going on. They may speculate. They may let their fears or
prejudice create speculation. They do not know what has happened.
Shared reference idea
o See the bodies laying face down in the lake. Perhaps it is snowing or
leaves are falling. See the same bodies from beneath the water silhouette
by the light above. See the blue aurora emanate. The dead, wake, their
eyes open. Cut.
Act 5
Errors
o Disintegrating body – No, however if someone did try to dissect a host
being transformed, I am wondering what would happen? That may be very
interesting. Whilst a Sentient is taking over a human host they are
replicating themselves, inserting themselves into our DNA and every cell
in the body. By the time they get to water, they are purging the body of
waste and then discarding our intestinal track. They don’t use it. So, we
need to explore this scene
o Phone – Doesn’t work
o Elevator – No power
Next draft – Third Draft
Once you have completed the second draft we will review it.
The next draft, the Third Draft will focus on formula.
Beat sheet
We still require a Beat Sheet but this can be completed for the next draft. Here is
an example of a beat sheet.
Conclusion
This completes the review. A copy will be sent to Nik, Amanda and Naira.
I will meet with Naira on this Sunday 2.30pm AEST. Once Naira is briefed, she
will arrange a meeting via Skype with Nik to go over the review.
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Sentient – Russia
Pilot summary by Amanda Asquith
Teaser:
The residents of the bustling Russian capital city of Moscow join the rest of the world
one night as it watches a spectacular meteor shower and the resulting light show. But
the next day, not everyone who witnessed the event is alive to see the sun rise. And
there is something strange about some of those who survive. Anna, Alex and Sergey are
alive. They saw the meteor shower. Somehow they survived. But why? How did they
escape the strange symptoms and behaviour that is afflicting the survivors? Are they the
only ones who seem immune?
The day after the meteors sees their three lives collide in a way they never expected
and throws them into a brand new world of fear, loss, chaos and survival. And the
leaders of what remains of the military forces have no strategy to deal with the notquite human being in front of them...
Act 1
Anna is an attractive, green-eyed, 20-something brunette, who wakes up in a friend's
flat in Moscow where they had been partying the night before. She searches the
apartment but finds no trace of her friends. Confused, Anna steps outside on the
balcony for a cigarette and is given an eerie perspective of the town – it appears
deserted. The air is still and the world is almost silent. No birds, no people, no traffic.
She tries the television, internet and phone but everything is dead. She decides to go
home and that's when the nightmare begins. When the lift doors open, one of her
missing friends, Max, lies dead on the lift floor.
Meanwhile Alex, an athletic 25 year old man with dark hair and grey eyes, is driving on
the road to his Moscow flat after enjoying the night out with friends, outside of Moscow.
He answers a call from his friend Vlad, who is raving on about the sky. He finally gets a
chance to see the red mist over Moscow and pulls over to get a better look. He heads
off again only to crash the car when swerving to avoid a truck. The car is wrecked and
he discovers he has been unconscious for several hours. His phone indicates numerous
missed calls and messages from Vlad but when he tries to call, there is no service. There
are no cars around – strange for a major road. With no alternative, he walks the rest of
the way home. As he approaches his apartment building, he sees a man laying on a
bench, dried blood around his mouth, nose and eyes. He tries to call for an ambulance
but the air is as dead as the man on the bench. Alex runs to his flat, terror striking at his
core.
Meanwhile, Sergey is working late at his car mechanics workshop. Wrapping up, he calls
his wife, Nastya, who tells him about the strange red sky. He heads to the car and takes
a moment to look at the activity in the sky. He starts the journey home and as he
drives, realises the red mist is coming towards him. He pulls over, not sure what is
happening. He is enveloped by the mist and then it passes, leaving him feeling ill and
shaking, his heart pounding. He takes a deep breath and is overcome with feelings of
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panic. A sudden, intense headache causes Sergey to collapse unconscious to the
ground.
Act 2
Alex reaches his apartment building and takes the stairs to his floor when screams in the
staircase above him stop him in his tracks. He runs up the stairs, almost colliding with
Anna, who is running down the stairs. She tells him about Max in the lift and Alex
continues up the stairs to investigate. He finds Max's body, bearing the same symptoms
of the man on the bench. He returns to Anna and takes her to his flat. Alex and Anna try
to use the internet to find out what is happening but can make no connection. They
decide to leave the building and check out the local emergency clinic. They pack some
essentials and their phones, hoping connection will be restored.
Sergey arrives at his apartment building, looking around at the deserted streets. He tries
phoning Nastya, his girlfriend but there is no service and no response to the doorbell.
He enters their flat, calling out to Nastya. All seems normal but no one is home. He finds
a note explaining they had gone to the park to watch the sky activity. He looks at the
time of the last call and looks at the clock, suddenly realising 12 hours have passed.
As Alex and Anna start down the stairs, they hear footsteps below them. They stop and
hear a man's voice cry out a woman's name. It is Sergey. As Alex runs to help him,
Anna remains in the flat. She hears the cry of a child and tracks it to the flat next door.
She opens the door.
The sound of footsteps causes Sergey to look to the door as Alex enters, introducing
himself, explaining what he and Anna had found. Sergey decides to travel to the clinic
with them and Alex leaves to collect Anna. Meanwhile, Sergey takes his gun and
ammunition and hides it in his clothing.
Anna enters the flat next door and finds a four year old child in a cot, alone. She
hesitates, then picks up the child, who aggressively grabs at her.
She returns the child to the cot while she writes a note to the parents. She hears Alex
calling her, collects the child and meets Alex on the staircase. He's startled by the child
as Anna explains. Sergey is nervous at the appearance of the child but urges them to
leave. Alex returns to the neighbours' flat to collect his phone that Anna had left behind.
He notices the baby in the family photo is not the child that they have found.
Anna waits with the child for Sergey and Alex at the car outside. After discussing
whether the child should come with them, they decide they can at least get him to the
clinic and get help. While en route to the clinic, the child tries to take Anna's phone and
when she looks closely at him, she is stunned by the strange colour of his eyes.
Act 3
Sergey notices people in a park as they travel so he pulls over to investigate. They
wander into the park then see the back of a man and follow him. The child is behaving
strangely but the others don't notice. They follow the man to the lake where several
bodies are floating and more people are walking into the lake, their eyes glazed and
empty. The strange man they have followed spots the child who responds to him. Anna
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tries to protect the child but he touches her face. She screams and drops the child in
shock. The strange man picks him up and heads to the lake as Sergey aims his gun at
them. Alex goes to Anna's aid. They watch helplessly as the man carries the child into
the water where they drown. The other three leave quickly, Alex still musing as to the
failure of their electronic devices, Anna in shock over what just happened. Alex takes a
last look at the floating bodies of the man and child in the lake.
The three drive to the clinic, still processing what they have just witnessed and the
events of the previous day. They arrive to an empty and silent clinic. They argue about
what to do next when Anna decides to enter the clinic, leaving Alex and Sergey to
dispute their options. They finally agree to inspect the clinic with Anna and follow her in,
unaware they are being watched.
Anna wanders through the clinic, seemingly familiar with her surroundings despite the
low light. She stops for a cigarette and looks at her phone which shows the network is
operating. She desperately cycles through her contacts, calling everyone but no one
answers. She almost throws the phone in despair but stops and begins to walk down the
corridor. She hears the sound of scratching but sees no one. She notices the room at
the end of the corridor is open and heads toward it, scared but determined to
investigate.
Meanwhile Alex and Sergey wait for Anna, their mutual frustration with the situation
spilling over into conflict. While arguing, they notice a fine dust covering everything and
a notebook which has notes describing the condition of patients – all with symptoms
similar to those they have already seen. They make the connection between the storm
and the events and investigate the clinic's first floor a bit more. They find bodies laid out
on the corridor floor and realise the clinic had no answer for the people affected and
had just laid the bodies out. What remains of their bodies are also covered in the dust.
As they begin to piece together what is happening, Anna's scream pierces the still air.
Alex and Sergey rush to the second floor where Anna runs straight to them, shaking in
fear, breathlessly blurting out what she has seen.
Both Alex and Sergey move hesitantly towards the operation room, not sure of what
they're about to see as Anna steps behind them, still shaking.
Sergey enters the room first and is confronted by a human body on the operating table,
torso open, the flesh and bones decimated by what looks like some sort of flesh-eating
bacteria. He calls Alex in but Anna stays outside. They notice the dead bodies of the
doctors nearby. Anna is desperate to leave and they head to the exit. Alex takes a
detour to another room with a pool, and finds a body in it – similar to what they
encountered at the park. He grabs some medical supplies and masks and meets Anna
and Sergey outside the clinic.
Alex remembers a large storm was predicted and they decide they should return to their
apartments. They drive away, only to run out of petrol and so begin the long walk back
to the building. The storm begins to stir up and they duck in to a nearby cafe for shelter,
hoping to find food. The pink clouds release the rain, causing the streets to run red.
Sergey finds some chocolate, chips, water and soft drink while Anna tries to get Alex to
talk about what he found at the clinic. But Anna is the only one who wants to talk. Both
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men are quiet, trying to grasp their circumstances and what has happened. They are
helpless.
Act 4
On the highway to Moscow, Colonel Titov waits for an oncoming convoy of military
vehicles – not his own. He had also suffered the effects of the red mist 12 hours earlier
– waking up in the his military compound with burning buildings and vehicles – and
human bodies. Two survivors from his unit stand with him as the convoy arrives. A man
wearing a gas mask exits the lead vehicle and approaches Titov. After a tense moment,
they establish they are of the same army, the man is Major Sikorskiy, and they maybe
the only ones left. After swapping stories and information, Sikorksiy reveals they have
two civilians with them – a woman and her granddaughter. The woman tells Titov what
they experienced – including seeing people seemingly drunk or drugged walking into a
lake.
Then Sikorskiy reveals another person – a soldier they found in a pond, face down but
not dead. The man is guarded by a soldier and the car door opens to a man restrained
by ropes, his eyes yellow and a strange expression on his face which suggests
something inhuman is now residing in this body.
Act 5
Alex, Anna And Sergey arrive back at the apartments, still wearing their masks. The
storm has passed but the ground and the puddles have an unnatural pink hue. Alex
goes straight in the doors and Anna and Sergey run after him. Alex has run to the
elevator but he is walking away from it by the time the other two arrive. Anna wants to
look but Alex tries to stop her. She ignores his advice and pushes past him to see Max's
disintegrating body. This is not normal decomposition.
Alex suggests that he and Sergey get some things and they meet at Anna's place –
formerly Max's flat. Immediately Sergey argues but he eventually agrees and they all
end up in Max's flat, staring at each other. Anna tries to get them talking again.
Sergey finds some whiskey and they all begin to break down, coming to terms with their
loss and their situation. Anna is crying but refuses comfort, Alex drinks his whiskey and
heads to bed and Sergey sits silently in his chair.
Around midnight, Alex wakes and wanders through the lounge room, past the other two
still sleeping, and into the corridor heading to the roof exit door. He suddenly realises
Anna is behind him. He opens the roof door and climbs through, followed by Anna. They
look across the city, realising that they maybe the only ones alive in the city. Alex asks
Anna about what she saw in the child when she released him in the park. Anna can only
explain it as stars but not the usual ones. The child seemed to have some sort of glow
like the skies above them now.
Anna hands Alex the mobile phone in her pocket, telling him that the network seems
active again. Neither Anna or Sergey could contact anyone but she offers him the
chance to try his family. He begins to dial numbers. A woman named Alice answers the
call.
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